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BY CHUCK CRAIG
This Sunday. Oct.

28, the first performed in the U.S. at
the Metropolitan Opera in DeSymphonyOrchestra
Wooster
will perform under the baton of cember 1913.
Although Strauss is perhaps
music director and principal
conductor Dale Moore at aria Kact Havti fnr his marvelous
and

p.m. in McGaw ChapeL The tone poems such as Death
concert will feature soprano Transfiguration. Till Eulenspie- gel's Merry Pranks, and Also
Elizabeth Knauer, soprano
o
Sprach Zarathustra (recently
mezzo-sDeanna Peden. and
prano Emily Storrs and is free used in "2001"), he also composed fifteen operas. Der Roto students.
open-wit- h
senkavalier was a dramatic
will'
oroeram
The:
Elizabeth Knauer.
Itho Academic Festival Over change from his stark earlier
and Eieatra..
senior voice major from
ture bv Johannes Brahms, his toperas, Salome by
Hugo von
fonus 80. Composed in 1880 and The libretto is
Cambridge, Ohio.
HofmannsthaL
first performed in January oi
fthe next year, tne wore ws The Wooster Symphony will
written to express tne compo- also perform the Waltzes from
ser's gratitude for an honorary Act III and the Closing Scene of
IdnftiWte 1estowed uDon him the work. The voice carts will
.sung by Elizabeth Knauer,
by the University of Breslau. It be
and vEmiiy
is based ;on four Jerman stu- Deanna-Peden,- a variety
have
All
three
.time. The Storrs.
dent songs of themock-serioincluding
experience,
operatic
of
opens
a.
in
workr
Light
College
the
roles with
maaser which eaa be interpretElizabeth
Company.
Opera
rigors
the
ed as representing
and pomp - of academic uie,- Knauer, a senior voice major,
after which the trumpets intro- is from Cambridge, Ohio.
Iduce "We had Built a Magnif- 'Deanna Peden, also a senior
icent House" (a section used voice major, is from Madison,
ma(recently in Animal House), Ohio, and sophomore voiceLock-port,
from
Emily
is
Storrs
frhis first song is followed by a jor
twisted
The
York.
New
string exposition of "Father of
the Land." A sarcastic hazing plot is made even more intrigu-of
Viennese tradition
song, "What Comes Yet From ing by the mezzo-soprano
in the
a
casting
leads
and
this
follows
High,"
on
you???
a
nobleman.
of
Unto the glorious finale, "Let us role
Enjoy." also known oy its ongi-jntitle. "Gaudeamus Igitur."
I
After the Brahms is the Sec
Deanna Peden,
ond Symphony of perhaps the . Here's your chance to get
senior voice major from
greatest of ail sympnonisis, involved in Student GovernM adison, Ohio.
tT.nrtwiff
von. Beethoven. The
ment!! Elections will be held
(composer's opus 36, this work nn
November 7. Petitions are
(was comoosed in 1802 and first
at Lowry Front
now
(performed in April 1803, in Desk,available
following posithe
for
rvienna, with a dedication w tions:
Prince Carl von Lichnowsky. President, Vice President.
Guthoueh not as well known as
Secretary, Treasurer
some of the other great Beetho
Chairperson of the following
ven symphonies . such as tne
.
committees:
khird. fifth, sixth, seventh, and : THihiie
Relations. Social Con
Ininth. this work is notable not
(only for its compositional bril cerns, Student Services and
Special Projects
liance but for its estaousnmem
Petitions are due at uowry
of Beethoven as a composer Front
Desk on Sun. Oct 28.
ponal to. rather than in the
Anyone
is eligible to run tor
Ishadow of , Haydn and Mozart
Do not let inexpeoffices.
these
iThe second is filled witn tne
you
back.
bold
Mhnioues such as seemingly rience
everyone is weland
Anyone
false starts, wild scherzi, and
and voice posihineatialed develonments. which come to comenegative
opinions
tive
andor
bark the work of this musical and suggestions during what is
master.
called the People's Forum to be
The second half of the con held
at the beginning, of SGA
cert is devoted to excerpts Monday
night meetings. Meetfrom the Richard Strauss opera ings begin at T:30p.m. and are
Emily Storrs,- - 3 ;
sophomore voice major from Per Rosenkavalier. Translated held in the north end of the
xne cavauer ot u
lounge in Lowry. Let
Sts
h
work was Dremiered in faculty
Lockport. N.Y..
what is on your
know
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Ijanuary 1911 in Dresden and
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Luigi Pirandello's "Henry
. tt .
this year's collegecom- "J Jti TrTt
m unity production, opened Oct JT.
SfrSt
24 (Wednesday) In the CoUege
of Wooster's Freedlander Thea- - uSt"f,efh"
ho"e
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24
through
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mask
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the face.
for the work of William Shake-a- d Asbecome
persUU his
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the
focus'
speare. Numerous plays
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on Henry IV of France.
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Editorial
As most students realize, our campus was host to
numerous visitors last weekend as the Board of Trustees
held its fall meeting. Since the Board is only here a few
times during every academic year, only a small percentage of the campus experiences any interaction with its
members. It is an experience that is too valuable to miss!
Wooster is truly fortunate to have a Board comprised of
some of the most dynamic and caring people in this
country. Many of the members are influential in the
business, arts and education worlds but make time in
their schedules to be concerned about the needs and
e
future of the
interests of students and the
n
myth about trustees is that they
College. A
are a group of stuffy old men who are only interested in
financial considerations. That may be true at other
colleges, but the men and women on our Board are also
interested in what issues are alive on campus, how
students feel about national politics, tenure decisions,
entertainment variety and student views about the
administration. They are strongly supportive of student
organizations that show initiative in dealing with problems and want to help in any way they can. They are
deeply concerned with the role of minorities at CO W. and
how the College is expressing its commitment to these
students
They will be back in the spring. Make a point of
meeting them. They are truly a special group of people.
long-rang-

well-know-

I know of one group of men on this campus who have
put in hours and hours of painful practice and training in
order to represent the College and yet are getting very
little support for their efforts. Of course, I am referring to
the Fighting Scots Football team. Plagued by injuries, the
team has continued to hustle onto the field every Saturday
to try their hardest to win. The record hardly reflects the
closeness of many of these games or the many outstanding plays that have taken place.
The team will be playing tomorrow at 1:30pm in the
Scot Stadium. I hope that the majority of the campus will
come to this game and provide the support the team
needs. After all, winning is not everything. It is the spirit
and effort with which the game is played that counts.
S

Clydesdale.
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LETTERS TO T H E
EDITOR:

Dear Editor,

available in the theatre depart- -'
ment office in Wishart), and 3)
Wear comfortable clothes which
allow freedom of movement. ;
For more' information, contact
me (Jamie Ha skins) at ext. 2649
or box
Also! Auditions for Sarah

tion.

and Peter Schaffer's
Amadeus will be held this
semester. Audition information
for all upcoming productions is
posted on the theatre depart
ment bulletin board in Wishart.
All are welcome !
Thank you,
Jamie Haskins

missions
Explained

c-18- 18.

The Student Concerns Network of the College of
Wooster is sponsoring a Voter Education Day on Oct. 31,
from 11a.m. to 6p.m. in Lowry Center.
The purpose of Voter Education Day is to allow
various campus and community groups to provide information about how the upcoming national and loal
elections will affect their particular concerns. Members of
the Student Concerns Network hope the event will build
voters' awareness of the many different issues involved in
the November 6 elections.
Among the groups and individuals tentatively planning to participate in Voter Education Day are: the
Young Democrats, who will provide information on
Democratic Party policies; Wayne County Peace Coalition, which will show different candidate's positions on
arms control and military spending, and the Women's
Resource Center, which will discussthe implications for
women of the various issues being decided on election
day.
Mary Fitzelle plans to present information on world
hunger issues, and Dr. James Bernhardt will discuss
American perceptions of the Soviet Union and how these
lffeflU S, politics.
Voter Education Day will also include a mock
presidential election. American students, International
students, and college faculty and staff are invited to cast
their votes at the mock election table at Lowry any time
between 11a.m. and 6p.m. on Oct. 31. The results of the
election will be announced that night.
Any group still wishing to participate in Voter
Education Day is welcome to do so. Interested groups or
by this
individuals should contact Debbi Smith.
weekend.
C-27-

Cotog

A recent memo to all students, faculty, and staff concerning certain omissions from
the Directory attributed these
omissions to "an error in the
production of the Directory."
Hardly! The numbers were
never submitted by the Reading & Writing Center. The' error
was much earlier than produc-

Joyce E. Howard

Auditions
announced
Dear Editor.
I am writing to inform interested students of upcoming
auditions for Neil Simon's The
Gingerbread Lady (three men,
three women). Although auditions are still a month away
(Nov. 18. 19, 20), I am publicizing audition information now so
that students willtave plenty of
time to prepare.
Audition requirements are as
follows: 1) Present a 24 minute
monologue (memorized and
blocked), 2) Read- - selected
scenes from the script (copies of
The Gingerbread Lady are

original
McGraw's
musical. From Out of This
World,

ATTENTION!! THE CLEVELAND ORCHESTRA WILL BE
PERFORMING AT THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER ON NOVEMBER 18. TICKETS WILL
GO ON SALE AT THE LOWRY
CENTER FRONT DESK ON
OCTOBER 29. THE COST PER
TICKET FOR STUDENTS IS
15. THESE TICKETS USUALLY GO VERY QUICKLY, SO
BE SURE TO PICK YOURS UP
AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.
MORE INFORMATION WILL
FOLLOW IN FUTURE ISSUES
OF THE WOOSTER VOICE.
On Oct 30th at 7:30 p.m., in

the ' main lounge of Douglass
Hall, Dr. Glenn Bucher will
lead a discussion group on the
subject of religion in the

Thalia

Gouma-Peterso-

will-prese- nt

n

a lecture on November

7 at . 4:00 in; the
iLeciirw'Roottr: HePl topic :
-A-

rt-Museum

1

Youthful Artists in Old Age;
Isabel Bishop, Alice Neel. E1&- abeth Layton. This presentation

is part of the lecture series
given during the Older Cleve- Please come and bring your
friends!
THE WOOSTER VOICE
USPS

M2-1-M

Published weekly during the academii
year except during vacations and exami
nation periods by the students of Tbi
College of wooster. wooster, onto.
Tbe Wooster Voice welcomes all typet
and signed letters to the editor iron
students, faculty, administrators, sub
scribers and members of the create- Wooster community. All correspondency'
may be addressed to: The Wooste,'
The Cot
Voice, Post Office Box
lese of Wooster. Wooster. Ohio 4491. Th"
deadline for all letters and storieVh
Wednesday noon. The current subscripj
tion price is $20.00 per year for lira
I
class delivery.
First class postage paid at Woostea
Ohio. Postmaster: Send address change!
To The Wooster Voice, Post Office bo
The College of Wooster, Woosterf
Ohio, 44611 tattn: scot ciyaesaaiei
Back issues are available from Th
Wooster Voice office.
C-31-

87.

C-31- 87,

J Susan Clydesdale,

Editor-in-Chi- ef

Sean Biaceglia, Busmen Manager
Rocky Zaxsaro, Sparta Editor
k Stephen Dascau Photo Editor
Aw Lancer. Copy Editor
Scot Clydesdale, Circulation Manager

Staff members: Ida Williams. Bi
Townsend, Jeffrey West, Carolyn Reu
son, Mary Cox, Salman Bawany, Palaj

Kiel
saitnivei. Karen sapio. Judy
Celinshl
Prashant Aggarwal Debbie
Jonathan Barclay, David Barooov, Ra
dv McCleanr. John Hemann. Ruhr Fa
ning, Mike Kline, John Hickey, Susanij
Karapashev, Kan Henning, Drew va
dercreek. Debbie Smith, Jenny Potej
uaroiyn Mattnewa, Tim Door, ste
Gale. David Sick. Susan CunliKe.
TrpisUr Susan Cunliffe, Amy Langs
Mike Kline, Jonathan Barclay, Jol
Hickey.
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RUSSIAN REVIEW

LDI

BY PECK-BE- E

unity, completeness and coor
dination of its parts. Of course,
the last stage of hunger is death.
For still others, nunger is a
fact which caused the death of
more people in the past five
Hunger means different years than have been killed in
things to different people. For all wars. - revolutions, and
some of us, it is the somewhat murders in the past hundred and
uncomfortable sensation of a fifty years, according to a study
.
.
dull ache gnawing, at our lower by Food for the Hungry.
mid-cheregion and diaphragn.
To some 100 million children,
We know this feeling if we have hunger is a reality they have to
skipped a meal or two or it is face before they go to bed
Tuesday night and we are stay- tonight. 34,000 of whom will die
ing up late to finish a paper.
before daybreak. (The 34,000
For others, hunger is a much refers to those who die from
more uncomfortable situation. starvation and malnutrition
When we allow this dull ache to related diseases, according to
be left unattended for a few days CROP).
(which does not happen on camThe sad thing, though, is that
pus), the ache develops into a each year, the U.S. wastes
highly uncomfortable pang less enough food to feed nearly 50
localized as it becomes more in million people, or more than
tense. Following this, lassiaitude three times the number of peoand drowsiness may appear and ple who die each year due to
faintness, headache, irritability hunger.
You might have difficulties
and restlessness such that con
tinuous effort in ordinary affairs grasping the meaning of all
becomes increasingly difficult. these statistics or even question
The specific experience of the validity of them all, but at
hunger weakens after two or least realize the pertinence of
three days of absolute starva- - hunger as a problem to which
tion. The hunger symptoms then you might be able to contribute,
slowly disappear. In cases of Why not ponder these im
starvation, a specific tions the next time you weigh the
feeling of hunger develops into a plusses and minuses of signing
general set of. acute suffering up for Soup and Bread? It might
suffering which, 'includes def or-- be a good idea to think about the
ma tion of self, somber moods, hungry around the world as you
depression, deformation in the participate in our simple meal
area of. cognition, deformation once a week.
involving stupor of the organs,
I am but one, but I am one; I
deformation of feeling and cannot do everything, but I can
perception, deformation of do something What I can do,
by the grace of God. I will
memory and recall-whic- h
disrupts the whole mechanism do." Anonymous,
of mental life by upsetting its
-- "I

was hungry and you fed
me. Inasmuch as you have done
it unto the least of these, you
have done it unto Me.'Wesus
Christ.

st
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empire once stretched
halfway around the globe.
Its people once burned their
capitol city rather than have
Napoleon capture it during his
invasion.
Winston Churchill once re- ferred to it as, "A riddle.
wrapped in a mystery, inside
an enigma".
Ronald Reagan now calls it
"The Empire of Evil".
The Soviet Union. One of the
two great world superpowers.
Yet few Americans really know
that much about its history,
culture, political system, and
daily life except what they hear
through a somewhat biased media, which has a tendency to
focus more on the darker,
"evil" side of the country- - To
the majority of the United
States, the U.S.S.R. is shrouded
in mystery. .
For example, most Americans are unaware of the fact
that there are more teachers of
English in the Soviet Union that
there are students of Russian in
the United States. The English
language and American cul
ture, literature, and history are
major subjects of study in the
Soviet Union, while in the U.S
hardly anyone is really interested in studying the Russian
language, or learning about So
viet culture, literature, or history, making the assumption that
since they know the U.S.S.R. is
Communist and "oppressive,
that is enough.
It is mainly for this rea
son. then, along with my own
strong interest in Russian cul
ture, history, literature, and
politics that I have decided to
introduce this column. Ameri
cans need to know about the
Soviet Union, and while I cer
tainly am not mailing the claim
that this column will complete
ly fill such a need, it is my
hone that it will lead to an
.

!

.

increased understanding,

Rock Drama
n a r r

BY LISA LYNOTT

Its

That's great You've really got
things running smoothly. I've
got to get to work. Try and get
superpowers, share nniiv pwur act together by the time I
with citizens of the other superdisaooolnt me
power, the Soviet Union, the you reallv
-'
responsibility for creating a Clint? safer world community. The
(Clint. Eastwood looks sheepSoviet Union and the United
ishly
to the. floor as she leaves.)
States are two vastly different
(Phyllis Schafly bursts into
Communist
nations, one being
y
the other a her office as her secretary,
Democracy.
Canitalist
Each Norman Mailer, shyly types
believes then own system to bewy')
uie ucuvr, yvt we must uwi ici
"TTv numnkln. How's trix?"
such feelings prevent us from
acquiring as much knowledge "Fine, Ms. Schafly."
as we can about the Soviet "Beautiful, beautiful. Be sure
Union. In today's fragile world and let me know if my little
of beef has any problems
it is vital that we keep an open side get
me that Mayfield reand
mind toward the U.S.S.R.
port
by
noon!"
you
have an idea concernIf
ing a future column, or would
- "Yes, ma'am."
like to contribute one yourself,
(Phyllis Schafly blows Nor
please feel free to contact me
man Mailer a kiss, causing him
through the Voice.
to blush, turn away shyly, and
laugh into his hands, as she
heads into her office. There are
already two executives, Margaret Thatcher and Jeane Kirkpa-tricwaiting.)
.-

--

Netf f e be
Cheonfled

W A T

"Hi J.K., M.T. How's it

BY DAVID BARANOV
In light of Women's Week, I
thought I would do my part in
breaking down the male-fema- le
stereotyped roles by presenting
an innovative script for a possible new hit T. V. show.

"Hi P.S.. how's the little
man?" asks Jeane Kirkpatrick.

"Oh fine. fine. A bit moody. I
suppose it's just that time of
the month. What do you two
want so early, anyway?"
"WeU," Thatcher says. "It's
about those fanatical ERA activists that've been picketing
the company..."
"Yes. yes." says Phyllis, "I
know. Say, either of you want
coffee?"

(Sitting at the breakfast table
reading the paper with her
breifcase on the table is Phyllis
Schafly, in a pants suit)
"Let's go Clint! I don't want
to be late for the office! "
"Please."
(On rushes Clint Eastwood,
(In rushes Norman Mailer in
in slippers, a colorful shirt, and a cut-of- f
and tight jeans)
an apron that reads: Go ahead.
"Yes ma'am? You rang?"
Hake my bed.)
"Get us some coffee right,
'All right, all right I'm here. away. Oh, and Normy?"
Now here's your lunch." (He
"Yes ma'am?"
puts a paper bag in her brief
"Gimme lot's o' sugar."
case.) "I packed an apple.
Norman Mailer puts his hand
some juice, a bologna
to his face and giggles, saying,
"Oh, Ms. Schafly, please..."
'Bologna! You know I hate
(As he leaves the three execbologna! Why do you do such utives study his movements.)
things?"
"Hey, we're talkin some
sorry. I didn't.."
prime choice here," exhorts
(In walks their little boy. Jeane Kirkpatrick.
only half dressed. )
"He must really give great
"Oh. now look at Billy. You'll dictation, huh Phyl?" adds
never nave him ready for Margaret Thatcher.
school by 8."
"Now, now. I'm just lucky to
Get upstairs and get have a bov I can count on."
dressed Billy. You know I'm
Continued on Page S
busy with your mother's break
t-s- hirt

knowledge, and tolerance of the
Soviet Union among students
and faculty.
The focus of the Russian
Review, therefore, will be primarily cultural and historical.
It will not just cover modern
Russian culture and history,
however, but will also feature
accounts of past cultural and
historical events, as well as a
few Soviet foreign 'policy and fast"
political columns.
(A baby begins crying in the .
We must remember that we. background as Phyllis Schafly
as citizens of one ox tne great
"I-M'- ra
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Helen Shisler
THE BRITISH AKE

T
Malta
Jo

Gerry Holvey
Malta

explained.

"There is a large selection of
her attempt to mTemr"
Of the
to choose from, and you
food
about
just
"I
ees that students encounter, the eryone's name.
all you want. I don't,
said,
can
have
she
down."
all
them
fuch checkers at Kittredge have
up
is better quality'
everyone
there
think
to match
and Lowry dining halls are "I trysomeone
anywhere."
know.
already
I
with
prebaMyen most often,are the That
Furthermore, all the checkmakes it easier to learn
The lunch checkers
ers
like their jobs. They cite
ladies who "burn" each student the names."
students as the reason.
Wooster
both
Holvey
works
Gerry
ID and allow people into the
to Mrs. Shisler,
According
when
works
dining room. But they are lines in Lowry. She
students) are
(COW
"They
off.
time
have
probably better known for the the other ladies
you so nicely;
check-whil- e
They
treat
great
a
Holvey
been
has
Mrs.
friendly attitude they have
w
they
make
years.
She
11
er at Lowry for
doing their job.
The veteran of the group is has three children, lived in the to."
has always
the checker for line two at She and
previously taught tap
Lowry--J- o
Malta. Originally area
dancing. She also
ballroom
and
Mrs.
N.Y..
from Jamestown.
and has an affini-2- 4
to
likes
swim
for
Wooster
in
lived
has
Malta
In fact, her
ty
horses.
for
at
years and has worked
Lowry for 14 years. She is father used to take Wooster
sleigh and hay
married to Angelo Malta and students on
would
be willing to
and
age
rides
range
in
sons,
who
has four
up to any
earner
either
hitch
eight
She also has
from
as
singing
enjoys
She
norse.
grandchildren.
a
member
to
be
When she is not working, well. She used Adeline" barber-hel- p
"Sweet
Mrs Malta uses the time to of thegroup
in Wooster.
shop
family
tLe
of
care
take
Helen Shisler has been the
home and run necessary er- Kittredge for the
rands. She also enjoys going- checker at
She was mar-rayears.
five
out to eat. Her favorite restau- last
years,
until the
24
for
ried
Akron,
is the Tangier, in
Paul
and.
husb
of
her
deatli
big
the
from
music
likes
She
two
has
Shisler
Mrs.
singShisler.
band era. but her favorite
grandchU-Arlen-e
three
and
children
Humperdink.
Englebert
er is
Smith-checkHaU has been the dren. She has lived in workfor line one for the last ville all her life. Before Shisler
men
years She is married to ing at Kittredge. Mrs. family,
raisingher
Robert Hall, and although she was busy spends
her time off
she
Now
own.
she
of
her
no
children
has
of
house. gar-Ha- ll
care
her
taking
has "her college kids." Mrs. demng. and knitting.
She
is a Wooster native and
crafts,
but
and
arts
most
joys
in
been
has
She
town.
the
time
spend
her
would
rather
She
business all her life.
worked in a doctor's office, as with her grandchildren,
The checkers agree on a
a buyer and bookkeeper for the
of subjects. First of aU,
number
at
an
office
hospital,
in
Wooster
they
that the cafeteria
believe
Founder's Department
job preparing
good
a
does
staff
She
teller.
Store, and as a bank
Mrs. Shisler
fact,
In
meal.
each
largest
during
the
a
was teller
at Kit- meals
evening
hiseats
her
bank robbery in Wooster's
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choosing the finest a 14K gold
college ring from ArtCarved
v Designed and handcrafted for
lasting value, an ArtCarved 14K.
gold college ring is now more
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. ited time only, you can save $z 5
on the style of your choice. Stop
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CLUBS DISCU S SED
BY JONATHAN BARCLAY

Inter-Clu- b
Council (ICC)
serves the Wooster campus as

the representative

advising

body for the five women's crabs.

Council President Patricia Dunn
sees ICC as a mediator between

strives 'to
promote a hind of
bond botwcon all
of tho women's
clubs'."

"ICC

the clubs, the administration,
and the campus in general. Club
activities and service projects
are overseen by the ICC. In both
cases, the Council tries to make
suggestions as to how activities
or policies might be improved or stifle club creativity. Rather,
changed. Administrative ICC creates behavioral and
Mary O'Halley tivity guidelines which the clubs
provides the ICC link to the follow.
President's - office, and two According to Dunn. ICC does
representatives and the presi-- much of its work with pledging,
dent of each club form the Coun- - rushing, . and initiation; - ICC
reviews the pledge packets of
cil.
According to Dunn. ICC also each club, and determines
strives 'Ho promote a kind of schedules of events for the rush
bond between all the women's period. Although ICC and the

tive

ac-representa-

clubs." Individuals who are clubs formerly . had great
aware of problems involving the freedom with regard to rushing
clubs or who have suggestions and initiation, recent Ohio has
College rules have
as to club activities or policies ing laws and
'
can use ICC as a forum to have restricted some of the club
these ideas discussed and pledging and initiation

ed.

ac-evaluat-

ICC can then make tivities. However, though some
has been
recommendations to the clubs or of the
pulled away, ICC and the clubs
to the administration.
ICC functions mainly as an ad-- ! are still able to run a creative
vising body. Wanting to givejand: effective pledging and
self-governan- ce

in-clu-

possi- -

bs

itiation program. Essentially,

as much freedom as
ble, within limits, to determine ICC now works to keep the club

theirwn pjUciespdCtfyi2SSi
ICC

serves

community service, and strucBY SUSAN KARAPASHEV
tured alumni networks that
You say that you blundered help their members interact in
through your

also works, to some
degree, with the men's Inter
section Council (ISC). Although
each Council is primarily con
cerned with its own clubs or sec
tions. both organizations work to
familiarize the campus with the
clubs and sections by sponsoring
an annual Greek Week. Also, the
administrative Initiation Com
mittee includes members of
both ISC and ICC who contribute
to the development of ad
ininistrative rules and policies
governing initiation and pledging practices. There is also the
possibility that some kind of a
common service project can be
drawn up between ICC and ISC,
and discussion on that subject
continues.
In general. ICC is the pivot
point for the clubs, the ad
ministration, and the campus;
ICC

not to legislattfsmoothly under state and

Col-hieh- lv

restrictive rules which lege laws.
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verbal SAT's in
real world."
highschool? Take a second to "the
Through
the support of the
!)
redeem yourself.
college community. Miller
Define thinks that sections can break
"fraternity."
out of their customary molds
If you said "brotherliness" and better meet the needs of
(from the Latin fraternitas) today's students. Several posithen you and If r. Webster tive steps, such as meeting the
could have something going. In College's Board of Trustees this
real life terms, however, fra- past weekend, and conducting:
ternity has come to mean many meetings with Lance Morrow,
different things; friends, inter- who serves as their executive
personal growth or sloths of advisor, are in progress now.
depraved party animals. To
ISC is planning to study the
determine what it means or positive interaction that fracould mean to you. take a few ternities at Bowling Green
minutes and dig a little deeper. State University are demonJonathan Miller, president of strating with their community.
Intersection Council (a govern They hope to adapt these mething forum composed of the ods to Wooster sections. To
president and a representative. encourage intellectual commitmember from each college sec ment, section
are now
tion) presented three views of discussing ideasleaders
to have a two
section life: past, present and hour study period in addition to
community. Communication future.
between all three is what makes He noted that sections are the daily activities during rush
the system work, and ICC sometimes viewed as "catering week. Discussions are also
strives to be a means for tnau to people who could not make it being held about organizing
Hell Week activities to convey
communication.
on their own," an unconducive values that encourage commuenvironment for studying (four nity support instead of tradiout of five impromptu inter- tional militaristic philosophies
viewees admitted that frats sel- that consider "break 'em to
dom evoke visions of intellec- make 'em" the dominant guidetual eutopia.) and lacking in line.
The Wooster Community Cen- justification in light of sordid
course, sections may not
ter needs qualified instructors "Hell Week" stories that perk beOffor everyone,
but a "new-dea- l"
for leisure activity classes for the ears of even the hardiest
fraternity-sectio- n
of tothe winter and spring sessions. individual.: In truth,, some sec- morrow may be a preferable
Classes will be scheduled to the tions work long and hard to alternative to the fraternity of
instructorsavailability. Leisure preserve their long earned the
past. It can work with .
activities would include classes reputations," but, the sections commitment,
clarification of
such as chess, backgammon, that serve a need in their ideals and community
support.
cooking, crafts, etc. Any inter- community must not be ig
can
"Fraternity"
After
all.
ested parties should contact nored. Many national fraterni- mean anything we work to
Susan Wachtel, Program, Coor- ties (there are no national fra- make it mean!
dinator, at the Wooster Com- ternities at Wooster) are
munity Center,
reknown for their scholarship.
(PenciL..pa-per...ready...set..GO-

INSTUCTOR
--

263-520- 7.

!!!DON'T MISS IT!!!A
"They are to be applauded"
Wooster Voice

The Wooster Symphony
S

Orchestra

'-

:

;

:

;

:

E

1 Dale Moore, Music Director
I Elizabeth Knauer, Soprano
J
I Deanna Peden, Soprano i Emilie Storrs,
Mezzo-Sopran- o

'

Beethoven: Symphony No.

I
'.-vS--

h.

Brahms: Academic Festival

Sirauss: Excerpts from Der RosonKavalier

I

FREE TOjSTUDENTS
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cloudy today with a slight
end a high of 63 to 68.
Tonight promises to be mostly cloudy with a low
of 52 to 57. Another storm systen a will be moving
result, skies
through Ohio this weekend and as
Saturday
cloudy
both
cloudy
to
will be psrtly
showers.
a
chance
of
slight
and Sunday with just
mild
be
Temperatures
will
Saturday and: Sunday.
67
over the weekend with highs expected to reach
,.
Lows
to 73 on Saturday and 70 to 75 on Sunday.
Vfh.inrrninrt! will hp Irt fn S. TRIVIA QUESTION:

will be mostly
It
chance of showers

--

.

ANSWER TO WEATHER TRIVIA

QUESTION. .
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Kreifiizov

The flying
They juggle meat cleavers,
bowling balls, flaming clubs
and watermelons. But The

Flying Karamazov Brothers
are not just jugglers. They
combine puns, music, high
jinks and have even been
known to throw pies. The jugglers will provide entertain-

ment for the entire family Monday. Nov. 5. at 8 p.m.. in
McGaw Chapel at the College
of Wooster.

"They are an act that's seen
Broadway as well as one-hortowns," said Michael Rozek of
American Way magazine. They
have performed in Las Vegas,
se

Washington D.C.'s Kennedy

. 1M4

Broi'Ciet

Sam Williams joined the group,
rney au go by stage names.
Ivan, Dmitri, Aloysha, Fyodor,
and Smerdyakov, but there is
no purpose behind the Russian
titles. They picked their name
because it had a "nice literary
ring to it."
Juggling is the least impor
tant part of their act even
though they are terrific jug
glers. Tne New York Post said
they are "a mixture of Monty

"Those master

--

jugglers aro
hilrious! Drop
everything and
go soo thorn!"-Gon- o
Shalit,
NBC's Today
program

python, the Marx Brothers.
Helzapoppin, and one of those
Hungarian troupes of jugglers

always to be found discreetly in
the left hand ring of a three
ring circus." "The attraction of
Juggling is that iVs real magic." said MagidT "There are no
wires and no mirrors."
"A lot of what our show is
about is giving an audience
enough
stuff to look at so they
.
K we're
we re Amerion 1 say, ,Q
vj.zi..,
Amen cans, and we've gone to the
theater, and now we're going to
sit here quietly and experience
something " said one of the
Performers. Randy "Aloysha"
Nelson. "It sort of seems like a
contradiction but we try to
prepare people to be surprised.
're at our best when we win

MMMMf4MMmY
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television comedies of Charlie
BY CAROL PEARSON
Chaplin and Laurel and Hardy.
(College News Services)
Many people over the years Filmmaking became more than
have laughed until they cried at a hobby when he worked with
old Laurel and Hardy movies, the Empire Photo Sound Co.
Figge decided to teach
Richard Figge of the Depart-BCollege
than continue with film-o- f
the
at
rather
ment of German
Wooster is one of Laurel and making.
Hardy's biggest fans and he A native of St Paul. Minn.,
will discuss what makes these Figge received his bachelor's
comedians eternally humorous degree from Carleton and his
doctorate from
at convocation on Tuesday, master's and
re- Stanford University. He Fel-OllOct 30.
Wilson
row
Wood
a
ceived
and
Figge will address "Stan
and the Shape of the lowship and a Fulbright
and did additional
in Mateer Audito-arshi- p
at the University
graduatework
11
a.m.
rium at
Germany,
Heidelberg
in
pf
collector
a
film
been
"I've
to Wooster,
coming
to
Figge.
Prior
for about 25 years." said
teaching
a
assistant
was
Figge
been
my
have
favorites
"and
the comedians from the '20s at Stanford and taught at they
and '30s." Figge will focus on University of Illinois at"con-nntin- n
there is an enduring fasci-- bana. where he was rated
with Laurel and Hardy sistently outstanding" in the
by examining the actors' ca- - listing of teachers published by
reers, the comedy themes and the College of Liberal Arts and
by showing clips from several .Sciences,
At Illinois he taught classes
of their films.
"I will be considering some in film such as "Expressionism
of their comedy techniques in the German Film." "I'm
from a destructionist point of glad I chose teaching for a
career, at Wooster," said
view," Figge said.
Figge's fascination with films Figge. "Because it is less corn-startwhen he watched early partmentalized. I am able to
enjoy film, German, acting and
many other activities."

Center, the Guthrie in Minneapolis, the Goodman in Chicago,
The Karamazovs are five un
add on Broadway where they
run of related American pertormers
presented a three-mont- h
across
two-hoperformance.
wnu have been bounding nY
ucc. who
perform
their
tneir iwo-nozany
act
act.
w
hrirM
country
with
their
they
the
time,
same
But. at the
r- are
tv.a
irsramflznvs
ii
t
t
perform in small towns for i".
ner- nf
the
free.
named Karamazov.
Gene Shalit of NBC's "To- formers
tul
i not a flvine
a
day" program said that "these let H?wa?rPatterson
founded
hilarious!
are
jugglers
master
hS'Soud'
Paul
and
he
when
Drop everything and go see
wSre grJdulte students
SLw
them!"
UnTveSty of California
the
They call their act "juggling ft
up
It
Vnta
and cheap theatrics." It started uggSg Cruz They took
street performas a
5tre6tS
ance and has grown into a two-hoV5ST Karamazov
in
played
show that has
are Pursuing their
Brothers
mTeVermoM
Ran
friends.
Europe and America.
goals. WUliams said, that one
v-oand
Furst.
Timnthv
Uy
.. 1 ..
T
'
was X3 uc vu di
uau
xj vj
m
3
Since that goal has been
reached, they talk of animated
films, of preserving ancL comreturn for a guest appearance municating their philosophy of
A Black Arts Festival. "Rec- - in the festival. As a student at life and of always doing what
ollections in Black," featuring Wooster she gave a memorablefP60?10 do not expect
professional theatrical guest performance as Mama in the! Tickets are 82 for the public
artists, will be presented at The College's production of "A RaisJ and 81 for College of Wooster f)
College of Wooster's Shoolroy in in tha Ci,n" and 9 A riot a inlSlUCieniS ana Will be available
aoor omy
Theatre Nov. 3 at 8:15 p.m. Ceremonies in Dark Old?1
The program is open to the Men." She has recently earned
a master's degree in acting
public.
The show is divided into the- from Miami University in Ohio.
In addition to the guest art'
matic segments: "Amazing
57 college students have com-- l
"Weary
Blues,"
Grace,"
"Let ists, other performers in the: pleted summer internsnipsj
My People Go," and "Lift Ev- - festival will include Carol Tay operated through the Dow Jones
ery Voice and Sing" all includ- - lor, who teaehes in the College's Newspaper Fund.
ing jazz, blues, and spiritual Department of English; Susan
The Newspaper Editing intern
and gospel music. .The show Lee, Assistant Director of Ad- - Program for college juniors
also includes poetry, speeches missions and Coordinator of placed 45 undergraduates on
from famous black leaders and Minority Recruitment; and stu- - copydesks at daily newspapers
scenes from a variety of plays. dents Chip Allen, Leslie Davis, and news services, ana awaraea
Guest artists for the festival Ruby Fanning, Eric Greene,
student a $700 scholarship.
include actor Joseph Jefferson, Antoine Hudson, Martin Mc- - each
12
students who were in tne
who has interned at the Cleve- Dougall, Lauren Morrow, Pam
Editing Intern Pro
lfinoritv
land Playhouse and has worked Pinder, Doug Preston, Steve
college
seniors worked
gram
for
Equity
JoseNew
York
with the
Price, Edward Ridley.
copy editors.
newspaper
daily
as
Showcase production of "Gee-chie- ." phine Robinson and Cheryl
been of- -l
have
students
Tha
Jefferson has appeared Thompson.
scholarships
for their
at Karamu House and Cleve- - Student directors and coordi- ffered $1000
studies.
land State University in several nators are Tracy Upton (dra graduate
The interns attended one of
plays and has toured with the ma, poetry.) and Tyronne
ur

'
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Internship
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ONLY A BLOCK AWAY FROM CAMPUS
FOR A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE.
LET US PAMPER YOU AT

AFFORDABLE PRICES.

- SATURDAY
m
Breakfast:
00am-MONDAY

7s00am-lls00a-

Lunch

'

11 i

Dinner

x

2

i 00pm

5s30pm-8i00p- m

-

Wil-Ensem-

ble

Theatre Co.
liams and Edward Ridley five regional preparatory
a
of
graduate
(music). Staff coordinators and courses before beginning their
Vicki Greene,
the College ofWoosIex. wilL directors include Annetta Jef- - internships.
lerson, chairperson of the De-- Salaries of the interns also
--

Were paid by the news organizain the tions that hired them for the)
Bdepartment
summer.
The festival is sponsored by The goal of both programs 1st
t?ie Black Student Association.
encourage students to conn
ythe Black Studies Program, to
editing as a career.
Ithe Office of Black Student sider
more information, contact
For
lAifairs, Harambee House and
Career
the Department of Theater at Services.Planning and Placement!
the College of Wooster.
tra Bowin.

v
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the
that her brother had tragically Chesterton's introduction toJob,
Book of
the
of
'1907
before,
edition
a
time
short
drowned
Tuesday's convocation dealt
friends,
with one of "the most profound pointing to the variety of views he comments on Job's
BY CHRIS LUSE

very Oersc2ay

n.

Church
Westminster Prosbytsrlanpttetmpus

"the congrc5tJon-ln4S&Qn- c

Barbara Dua
Ministers! Mark
Wendorl

'

Extension 2398-

Campus

The Church House
'X,, -

;

tr

;
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and debated in Western Civilization," why bad things happen
to good people. Lou H. Silber-maProfessor Emeritus at
Vanderbilt University, specializing in the Jewish scriptures,
in his talk, An Unfailing Riddle: When Bad Things Happen
to Good People looked specifically at Harold Kushner's book.
When Bad Things Happen to
Good People and attempted to
give some new perspectives on
question. Professor
an age-ol-d
Silberman admitted some difficulty with this great question,
and gave antcedotes illustrating some of them. At a presentation by the great Biblical
eoholar.- - Karl Bart., he - And . &
fellow student attacked an interpretation in Romans which
had been the subject of an
influential book of Bart's. Re
plying to their criticisms, the
scholar said that their questions were already answered in
his book. "One can not pull out
a segment from its context"
and do it justice. Silberman
stated. "All we have are frag
work with." In anoth
ments
er antcedote, one of his stu

jjssjsyerv

MATSOS FAMILY RESTAURANT

COUPON
Offer good WITH or WITHOUT coupon
ANYTIME up to May 31,1985.

50 off small pizza 10" ribsfee;
75 off medium pizza 14"

$1.00 off large pizza 16" a&shces)
$1.50 off Xrlarge pizza 18" fi6 $ices;

dents

criticized

Kushner's

positions in his book. After the
seminar, the student was taken
to task by other members of
the audience, savins: that she
had not suffered what Kushner
had suffered and could not
understand the problem as he
did. The audience did not Know

FREE&

' To College of Wooster Students

''

Sunday

f

Now
'

Mon-Thur.

Fri.

&Sat.

Matsos makes

.

.

"

11

am'-11:0-

- 11KJ0

pjn.'

0

pm

"If
by wrong-doinProfessor Silberman.
ting his difficulty with the sub-- the ancient Jews had answered
would have
ject, said "I shall finesse the this question, they leveL..pros-be
present
our
might
to
a
hint
sunk
He
said
situation."
y
found in Thornton Wilder's perity would become the
The Bridge of San Luis torn of virtue" and would later
Key. in which a Franciscan place prosperity as the sole
monk in 18th century Peru virtue.
' .
attempts to answer the ques- - The question of why gooder
tion of divine justice, trying to people suffer can be
the reason why five stepped by saying "submission
people died in a bridge col- - to God is happiness,", but,
lapse, which he saw as an act said Silberman. this does Hot
Professor Silberman
of God. The lives of the five work.
people are examined, only lead- - concluded that "we have no
ing to bewilderment and confu- - reason to be satisfied with our
sion, the essential question un-- answers" to an Insoluble
answered. The monx latert proDiem.
ms
.jwrites; boox expressing
doubts and both ne ana ine
O
book are burnt as nereucai.
However, says Silberman. he
much loved by his fellow villag
ers, and the book ends with JfUSIC NOTES: The Music
only that love as an answer. As Department will offer a
Silberman said, this ber of musical performances
question is hardly new, and is over Parent's Weekend. Watch
dealt with in many places in (and listen) to hear a variety of
the Bible. When God decided to groups adding to the festivities.
The Scot Band will perform
punish Sodom and Gomorrah,
Abraham pleaded with God to another new halftime show this
spare the cities if even a small week, playing "Fiero," "Softly
number of good people live in As I Leave You," and "Scot-theThis raises the question, land the Brave." The bagpipers
will alsoa
why should the wicked be and Scottish dancers
1
.l.l.J uit - perzorm, uraI XIwe. pipers
ana
spared ai auoennui buiicu
God is not a computer, balanc band will combine for their
ing good and evil, but some rendition of "Amazing Grace."
thing much more complex, in a serenade at the uopeiana s
the Book of Job, this problem house will follow the game.
was confronted head on. In i g.
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Continued from Page 3

Turning serious again. Jeane
savs. "What about
in
those left wing, radical menyou
Do
building?
front of the
know what they were doing as I
passed by this morning?

BY CHUCK CRAIG

This evening, Friday, Oct. 28,
at 8:15 p.m. in McGaw Chapel,
the College of Wooster Jazz
Ensemble will perform its open
ing concert as part of the
Parent's Weekend program.
"They were burning their This is the jazz band's first pernrkstrans. I mean, things are formance under its new direc
tor, Nancy Ditmer.
out of hand."
Tonight's program will open
"Oh my."
"Things are really deteriorat with a very familiar musical
inr adds Thatcher. "I think form to most jazz musicians the
the agitation is being fueled by blues. "Dues Blues." by
outside sources. Remember Dominic Spera. will feature the
last year when Jesse Helms, band and soloists Lorn the
Jerry Falwell, Spiro Agnew.- group. This will be followed by
and James Watt chained them- "Torock." by Steve Wright, a
oivo to the building demand
n
jazz composer and
in? that men have m e control arranger.
nvpr their bodies?"
The next chart on the program
(In walks Norman Mailer
is
the 1920s classic. "Who's
coffee.)
with their
Sorry
Now." also made popular
"Over here."
1960s by Connie Francis.
in
the
"Will that be all?"
by Ted Snyder, this
Written
you
to
offer?"
have
all
"Is it
Sammy
version features
Nestico
"Oh. Ms. Schafly." (The
on
son
S
trombone.
gig
tin
Jessica
Mailer
with
scene ends
The classic Thad Jones ballad.
gling.)
(Phyllis arrives at home. "A Child is Bown," will be next.
Clint Eastwood races out of the featuring senior Dale Grubb on
trumpet and flugelhorn. xne
kitchen to greet her.)
"Hi honey. How was your first half of the program will be
day?"
concluded by the challenging
"Awful."
Alan Yankee arrangement of a
"What's that mess on your time with the unlikely title of
vest?"
"Tti T,iuuiH T.ariv "
"Some nuts were protesting
After a brief inter missis, the
outside our building today over combo will perform. Composed
ERA. I got hit by an apple."
Laura Rickard, Tyrone
"Oh my gosh! Are you hurt? of
Wes Taylor, Jessica!
Williams,
Are you OK?"
Chris
Hale. Patrick
Stinson.
"I'm fine, I'm fine."
Burrus, and
Miller.
you
Peter
second
a
my,
for
"Oh
combo will!
Miller,
the
go
Jonathan
made little ole Clint's heart
Derform a few selections, inH
nittV-Datnittv-nt'tti nprfeetlv all right. It's eluding Duke Ellington's "Don't
Get Around Much Anymore"
in st those idiots protesting.
why
and Herbie Hancock's "Maided
know
even
"I don't
thPv're Drotestine. Can't they Vovage."
nH a wonderful
The concert will be concluded!
tor wnman like I have and by the full ensemble, which will
simply enjoy cooking, cleaning, open the final portion of the piXH
gram with Count Basies s famed!
and caring for their DaDiesi
"T don't know what it is Clint theme song "One O'CIock
The world's changing. The men Jumo." "Take Two," another
are saying they need more than Steve Wright composition, will
all that to make them happy (follow.
and fulfilled."
The big band era will again be
"That's crazy. Just give me a revisited as the band plays Car- moD. a baby bottle, two pre troll Decamp's "Tribute to
schoolers, and a dog, and I'll be Miller." a piece written in the
hannv. Yessiree. Nothing I'd style of
the great Glenn Miller
ho railed than Mr. Clint
evenmg will conclude
The
band.
Schafly."
"Vou're one of a kind Clint with "Adam's Apple," written
Now make Phyllis proud of youl bv Alan Broadbent for the
by getting your butt in thelThundering Herd of Woody Her
iritrhpn and setting me some! man. The concert is free to College of Wooster students. The
dinner before I starve."
"For you, anything." (Clint Jazz Ensemble, which has
goes off singing he can bring hosted such fine jazz educators
home the bacon. Fry it up in a as Rich Matteson and Howie
nan And never, never let heri Smith, has been acclaimed at
forget she's a dame. 'Cause I'm jazz festivals throughout Nor
a
thern and Central Ohio, both for
Cut. Print it
ensemble and solo work.
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ouite normal.
Although "Tonight" follows
Bowie's last effort in playing it
fairly straight, it is in every
other way the antithesis of that
effort ("Let's Dance"). While
"Let's Dance" was a seamless
pop record based in expert
hooks and virtuouso playing,
"Tonight" is a patchwork of
colcover versions, Bowie-base- d
originals
that
and
laborations
manages to hang together
against seemingly impossible
odds. Any record which contains
a Beach Boy's cover, a Leiber
and Stoller cover and a number
of Iggy Pop contributions sounds
The
too weird even for
binding element is Bowie's uniperque voice and
porwas
Bowie
When
sonality.
traying characters on his
albums, it took a strong vocal
acting job to bring any thematic
consistency to each of them.
Those lessons have not been in
vain; Bowie whips this seemingly random bunch of material into a fairly strong pop effort

BY DREW VANDE CREEK
David Bowie has been popular

music's most unpredictable per
former for the past fifteen
years; he has matched various
styles of music wit various per
sona s for unrivaled success.
With last year's "Let's Dance,"
Bowie emerged as a likeable,
genuine performer armed with
catchy, expert pop songs. It
seemed there was no pose.
Tonight." David Bowie's latest
effort, once again seems to b an
effort represatative of a mature
artist, not a pop poseur.
A good clue as to what Bowie
is up to can usually be found on
the album cover: "Ziggy Stardust" pictures Ziggy himself in
all his glory. "Aladdin sane"
pictures its title character, and
Young Americans" and "Let's
Dance" portray Bowie in his
latest state. The cover of
Tonight" is suitably cryptic for
the album's content. Bowie is
Pictured in fairly unadulterated
forn, but still everything is not
--
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which, if lacking the basic,
street-leve- ll
drive of great rock
a dose of a
roll,
contains
and
rare commodity in pop music:
integrity.
A good clue that the real
Bowie is making another step into the spotlight is the fact that
the album contains the work of
iggy Pop. Bowie's longtime
friend and colleague through his
years of dizzying stardom and

equally volatile personal

changes in the 1970's. Bowie has
seem inly made an effective new
addition to his already in-

career;

teresting

"Tonight"

makes a point of being eclectic,
and it works.

to Weather

Answer

Trivia Question:
Dust raised in

storms over Texas,
Oklahoma and Kansas has traveled
to Vermont and
New Hampshire,
as high as two to

three miles above
the earth.
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program. Reagan, saying his
Middle East policy supported
peace - and that Moscow had
derailed the arms talks during,
its "bizeeit military buildup"
tong- yout
stressed that fV.S
you lose some of the culture
Carter-Moduring
a program. Reasons for study- as they are."
.
the
BY PRASHANT AGGARWAL
than
ler
i
with a family
Of course, some people need eet from living
fascinaand that
SIMMONS ing abroad range fromcountry
JENNIFER
thing
is to realize dale administration,
important
The
experience
alone.
more
the
than
to,
to a
particular
a
committed
not
with
Mondale
is
UPADHYAY
tion
SAMRAT
abroad for everybody? that you are learning 24 hours a strong America. Early polls
Each year at the College of being bored at Wooster. - Is study
is no. "You can't go day."
a near even showing beWooster, students are given the Whatever the reason, the The answer
study abroad is a give
in
superior'
All
all.
is
'America
the
with
inanyone
encourage
tween
the candidates.
for
study
abroad
students'
opportunity to
You have to go and ac- great experience. Anyone inattitude.
of
advantage
year.
to
take
a
or
terested
semester
a
either
cept their ways and try to figure terested in one of the programs
There are a number of different one of the many programs. (BEIRUT) Terrorists are
they are different. You should certainly check into the plotting
programs available, however, One question seems to linger out why
another attack on the
go with a closed mind." matter further. Speak to some of
says a U.S.
U.S.
in
Lebanon,
and students are sometimes con- in the minds of potential study can't
campus
who
on
the students
Gwen Spicer.
report.
intelligence
fused about which of the pro- abroad candidates: What will I said
It suggests
a
already
for
abroad
been
may
have
be
Additional restrictions
will
an
hit
grams to use, where to go, for get out of study abroad? I'm not imposed
terrorists
American
your
by the individual pro semester or a year, or see
long . and whether or a language or international relainstallation
before
Novem
the
how
a
of
start
programs advisor. It could be the
gram,
Some
however.
benefit
can
I
elections.how
so
ber
are
Susnieions
major,
How
does
allgo
tions
at
abroad
to
not
require a certain proficiency in new dimension of your life.
aroused partly because the ex
the study program actually from study abroad?
plosives smuggled izt for LebaMary Cermelj explain- - country
Senior
work?
programs
Other
chosen.
a
.a
1 s
non before last month's attack
iit
students
culture
to
another
several
According
ser4
by
sponsored
national
are
on
the embassy have not all
inTn
v m klor There are
who have participated in the
orgaSSTuon. and are closJ
vice
used.
been
study abroad programs offered,
fami
immediate
the
to
all
but
ed
wrong
Missy
or
Clements
out of books."
there are no right
of members. In generalj
answers regarding study added. "Americans are very ly
though,
(WASHINGTON) A Nicara-gua- n
the programs are open!
abroad. The students felt that sheltered in terms of cultural
rebel leader reported that
study abroad is a personal ex- education and exposure to other
groups commonly
CIA
backed
one
determine!
How
does
perience, and every individual ways of life. Because our coun- which program to use. then? An
government
officials
executed
must consider his or her own try is so large, we don't have the advisor can help you to choose a f PHILADELPHIA) As the that they deemed "criminal."
needs and goals when selecting opportunity to see other cultures nroeram suitable for youri presidential campaign draws to In 1981, President Reagan
a climax, Walter Mondale
barneeds. It is important to select launched his harshest attack signed an executive order
assasi-nation- s.
ring
U.S.
in
involvement
name
program,
trand
an appropriate
Carrying all your favorite
yet on Ronald Reagan, calling
guerilla war. if you
because it eliminates possible him "the most detached, the have to "In
immediathletic supplies... trouble with credit transfer. most remote, the most unin ately, exact justice
you have to
sometimes
con-j
to
Another important factor
formed president in modern do
said Edgar Chamorro.
sider is living arrangements. American history." Mondale chiefit" of propaganda for the
Some programs place students and his top advisors said he
rebels.
Brooks-fcrilso- aRae infls ,
with
host family, others have won Sunday's foreign policy
197 P" Lfearhr St.
the students stay in dormitories debate. Mondale hammered
ana "any oorc .
on campus Either way has itsiReagan during the debate on
(WASHINGTON) An airplane,
' 111.(216)26X5457
advantages Living within theeterrorist attacks in the Middle carrying four CIA employees
university allows you to interactXEast, his policies in Central crashed, killing the passengers
agebutlAmerica, and his 'Star Wars" on an arms surveillance mis- wiOrpeople your-ow- n
sion in El Salvador. White
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Ca lendar

With Each Purchase
Oct. 26 & 27
Plus: Class Ring Days
& Computer Demonstrations
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1

spokesman

Larry

Speakes said that the unarmed
aircraft was to "assist the government of El Salvador by
warning of insurgent offensives
and identification of shipments
of arms and a munition by the
government of Nicaragua to
the guerrillas in El Salvador."
The crash was reportedly due
to heavy rains and poor visibility, the plane crashing into a
mountain."

I

(WASHINGTON) Secretary
of State Shultz denounced the
persecution of Soviet Jews, as
new evidence of human rights
violations came to light Shultz
accused Moscow of "cynical
manipulation of human lives
for political purposes." Reports
of the suicide of a Ukranian
human rights activist in a Russian prison brought a strong
denounciation from the Reagan
administration.
(WASHINGTON) Arthur Rudolph, an alleged Nazi collaborator, left the U.S. for West
Germany, after facing deportation. Rudolph had worked on
NASA's Saturn V rocket which
put men on the moon. He was

charged

with the deaths of

concentration camp inmates,

y
i

?:

and in building the German
missiles.
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forum

Professional Tpisf available to
do any and all typing on short
8
or box
notice. Debby at

Conclude

fle

264-257-

C-16-

n
scientist and a philosopher member of the National
gemonth-lon- g
for the Protection of
netics forum in Wooster when Human Subjects of Biomedical
they address "Puzzles and and Behavioral Research.
Promises of the New Biology"
Toulmin has written several
Monday (Oct. 29) at the College books including "An Introducof Wooster.
tion to Reasoning," published
Nina Federoff, embryologist in 1978. "The Return to Cosmolat Carnegie Institution in Wash- ogy" is being published and he
ington and associate professor is presently working on volume
of biology at John Hopkins two of "Human UnderstandUniversity, and Stephen Toul-mi- ing."
professor of social though
The forum is made possible
and philosophy at the Universi- by grants from the, Ohio Huty of Chicago, will lecture at manities Council, the National
the concluding session at 7:30 Endowment for the Humanip.m., in the College of Woos-ter- 's ties, the S&H Foundation, the
McGaw Chapel. The event Morris Fund of the College of
is open to the public without Wooster. and by the Ohio Agri
charge.
cultural Research and Develop
Fedoroff is a 1984-8- 5 Phi Beta ment Center of the Ohio Mate
Kappa Visiting Scholar. She University.
has authored several scientific
studies including "Transposa-bl- e

A

Com-misto-

will conclude a

n,

Genetic Elements in
Maize." Her research concerns

the molecular biology of controlling elements in maize. She;
has recently isolated several

transposable elements, using

recombinant DNA techniques.
The isolated elements are being
used to isolate other maize
genes, and their potential as
gene transfer vectors is under
investigation.
Fedoroff taught from 1972-- 4
at the University of California,
Los Angeles. The next year she
was a Damon Runyon fellow of
molecular biology at the University of California School of

Medicine. From

1975-7- 7

VOICE
CLASSIFIED

11.

Hello Spot!! What's up??
Hi Baby! Thank you for the
friendship (and the clothes).

Attention J.R. Look! No Sta
lin quotes this week!.' -- .ED.

Jockey

Leeds University,

Brandeis

University, Oxford University
and Michigan State University.
From 1960-6- 4 he was director of
the Nuffield Foundation Unit
for History of Ideas in London.

Toulmin has been visiting
professor at Melbourne Univer-

sity in Australia, New York
University, Stanford University, Columbia University, Hebrew University in Jerusalem,
and Dartmouth College.
Toulmin has been senior visiting scholar at the Hastings
Center, counselor at the Smithsonian Institution, a member
for the Society for Neurosci-enc-e
and consultant and staff

Page
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at the Theatrical

Lounge on Wednesday nights,
Wednesday's are College ID
nights, so admission is free
with your ID. Come relax and
enjoy some good music!!
FOR SALE: AMFM
stereo includes cassette con
verter, built in clock with
alarm, two free standing speak
ers and turntable. Will include
65
tapes. All of this for
8-tra- ck

8-tr- ack

just $135.

Also, have another AMFM
with turntable and two speak-

ers for $50.
If interested, call

264-928- 1.

have a good recipe for
The deadline for Spring Urban
Bedouin chicken;
reSemester
is Friday, November
being
write;
Drage, 9. Contact Barbara Daniel, Cosearched; Franz,
ordinator of Urban Interships
Drumm, Keller, Ronna-Letteyet to be received; Missy-D- o for placement information.
you accept collect calls!?!
Take care, love A! (Israel)
If anyone is interested in placing a FREE classified ad in the
Don't forget the Wooster Sym - Wooster Voice please contact
phony Orchestra Concert!!
'Ann Clark at 2614 or box 1347.
Raber-- I

Rug-Plea-

C.T.-Rothchi-

se

ld

rs

she

native of London, England,
Stephen Toulmin was educated
at Cambridge, receiving his
bachelor's degree in mathematics and physics and his docto
rate in philosophy.
Toulmin is professor of social
thought in the department of
philosophy and the divim';-schoo- l
at the University of Chi
cago.
Previously he has taught a:

J3-

Steve Sievert is the WCWS Disc

Light the Halloween Chiller
at your local retailer.

Look for Coors and Coors

held a postdoctoral fellowship
at the Carnegie Institution and
then joined as a staff scientist.
A member of Sigma Xi and
American Association for the
Advancement of Science, Fedoroff served on the developmental biology panel of the National Science Foundation and on a
scientific advisory panel to the
U.S. Office of Technology
A
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(4)

Vook End Special

Four FamVy Sfyfo Dinners 19.95

Serves (4) Person In Any Combination
WeJner Rostbraten (7 ex.) or
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CROSS
OOU NTRY

HOCKEY

i

it would never get beyond 14-but eventually, with the help of
llhard bitting Caryn Homme
5,

O 1i f1 C V D U 1
L

i

iuu oeuer cuuiiuuuiciuuo

I among

the team, Wooster won

115-- 7.

BY JENNY POTTEE AND I
Wdoster NCAC record is 5- BY CAROLYN MATTHEWS
BY IDA WILLIAMS
The women's team com De ted I If you roll a snowball down a ,0. nd this weekend is going to
CATHY HAMM
Cross Country comnetition
Although suffering a major has been tough for the men's against Lake Erie last Satur-- I hill, what happens? It Dicks ud 'be tough. On Parent's Week

upset this past Saturday against
Denison, the women's field
hockey team still maintains its
number one ranking in the
region. Furthermore, they cur-- 1
rently rank seventh in the nation I
for division three teams J V re--1
mains undefeated with one'

2

and women's teams for the day. "We had much better! momentum and becomes more
past two weekends. Both teams mental
preparation.. .more powerful. The women's volley- meet team unity," said Penny. Ac-- J ball team is on that rolL
competed in the
The team upped their record
two weeks. ago and in a meet cording to Penny, the women'
had three goals for the Erie' 5 with five wins during the
last weekend. ,
meet, the meet. One was to take places J past two weeks. On Oct 16,
At the
women came in 12th out of 22 one through seven. The second ! they defeated Otterbein 15-- 15- 15-teams, fourth in the college was to have the top five run-- , 4 and Capitol 15-Last

end, at home, Wooster will face
ninth ranked Ohio Northern,
thirteenth ranked Grove City,
jand a tough Findley team,
jCome on out and watch the

All-Oh- io

29--

Snowball rolL

All-Oh- io

2,

I
2 M
t
ners within
min- - weekend. Allegheny and Ober- - I
I
utes of Patty Smanick and the lin went down 15-and I
15-third goal was to have the top 15-respectively. Both
seven runners within three are NCAC opponents. All four
H kl & W W O
last twelve minutes. whenBean
of these games were on the M
minutes of each other.
Denison scored their winning
Last weekend the men com- - The team reached the first I road.
goals. Consequently tne score I
against otterbein. Mar- - two goals, and won the meet. I On Tuesday. Oct. 23. the Scot-BY CAROLYN REDJSON
However, Wooster bad j ietta and 0hio Northern, at Smanick came in first and I ties played at home and contin- - ' What kind of class can offer
was
previously beaten Denison
j otterbein. "We finished sec- - Becky Pickett came in second, I ued their winning ways. This studies on topics such as
from a leg injury, J onj... we knew we couldn't both breaking the course 'time they defeated NCAC foe Jronmental controversies, worn-Jud- y
Skwiertz. Wooster'sjbeat Otterbein.. .Otterbein had record, followed by Susie Wat-- J Case Western Reserve. That Sen in music, or political
goalie for the NCAC, ( three of their top ten runners, son. However, they just missed j was the first time those two ipaigns, as well as liberal,
was able to play in Saturday's rest," said Bean. The final! the third goal, according to ! teams played each other.
j broader study focusing on the
It took Wooster four games to jtheme "Ways of Knowing and
game. Our Scotties are still in-- 1 score was: Otterbein 33, Woos-- ! Penny. "I thought they did a
vincible and still give us reason I ter 39, Ohio Northern 69, and really super job," he continued, win and the match was excit- - Telling?" The Freshman SemiI Marietta 71.
This weekend is also the Con- - ing. The Scotties won the first nar and Liberal Studies courses
te be oroud'
came
xoaa
proven
racn
meet ior women, at i game xo-- bow teams exnioit-- I are iwo very appealing prv- tor
ierence
in
to',
V
season
iirsi
has
The J
Wesleyan.
overall,
Scots,
with
second
"I think we can be ed good back row play. Case I grams geared exclusively to- be just as successful as the var-- 1 the
I wards the freshman class,
or
second
was
a
like to say won the second game
of
third...I'd
26:34.
time
Fach
sity season Their last game was
Low
first,
setting
a very wide range of.
year
a
I
but
think
by
made
Fleming,
tough
for
we're
wed
foll
Paul
Scotties
aeainst Denison The
away
hits.
to choose from, like the"
youth,"
our
Wooster
of
courses
through
Scot
because
stormed
coming
and
overall
fifth
one!
in
tit nninn for a score of
game 15-'ones
Penny
above.
third
only
described
Not
Ithe
"They're
coming
commented.
sixth
in
overall.
nt!i
r
aA.A.jn(f A tj ahm
certifier lrinrf nf nnmnoH nn
Nnrfl l and cafva thA fir-- 19 I Future freshmen, however.
Inil
goal, assisted by Allison
Dest. team
i kn0W i am," he concluded. Ipoints. but, after each serve 'may not see the typetwoof format
It, was -5y far
Demson's goal was on a penalty I
a tk. n. kam....a
hha
stroke.: The deciding game- rmented' Bean. ..There were a
she is the regular setter. In the !perhaps changing from the
agamst Wittenberg will deter- lot of surprised peop on
J first
six points Karen Light present optional format to a
mine whether or not the team is otterhein sauad...it was a eood
sported
four kills and two required one. The decision, ac. 'blocks.
.
- .
cording to Vivian Holliday.
i racef or ieuvs. air around."
unaeieaiea.J
The fourth game seemed like I Dean of Faculty, will be made
I
Tommorrow the men run in
rby the facultyin January, at the
Ithe Conference meet at Ohio
1
I Wesleyan.
good.
latest.
It
"It looks
I will be a three way dog fight
Options for changing the proI
gram
include a continued serbetween Case Western, Allof courses with a choice of
ies
egheny, and Wooster," said
if-.
one, choosing a course that
Bean.
contains several different op-.
I
tions in itself, or even a re-quired course for all freshmen.
The second choice, Holliday
IT
feels, can give the most diversifpUQBQ
ty, possibly employing an extra
course-audi- t,
large and small
eeOES
& EUU&
or even some
discussion,
group
13
602 East Bowmasi
independent study work.
It is hard to tell bow tne
faculty will vote because it is
such a committment to teach,
plus there are many different
The
views on the use of a core
trivial Pursuit
program. Holliday emphasized
that in such a freshman prosupplement
of profesgram a cross-sectio- n
sors is very important and
hopes to keep the faculty inHours:
volvement up. Having an advi
Soon sor
2
Sun. Thurs.
as a professor who is not in
one's major area of study can
All-St- ar
Sports Edition
be a means of getting to know
person very well and be a
one
Silver
Screen
Edition
way
to branching out, for the
COUPON
COUPON
Baby
Boomer
j student.
Edition
A required course of
8 pc. CHICKEN and
16 inch-- 2 item PIZZA
have its advanUses- -i
can
study
Don"t miss your chance to be part of Americas
POTATOES DINNER
2 Lltr Btl. POP
especially in class unity, and
favorite pursuit Pick up Trivial Pursuit, and your
attendence at
n.
s5.75
$7.50
favorite
supplement
activities. One possible disadeditions
today
COUPON
COUPON
vantage
is the lack of freedom
-i
choosing
freshman year
in
COUPON
COUPON
courses.
All in all, the program has a
16 inch SUB SANDWICH
12 inch-- 2 item PIZZA
optimistic future. Let's
very
2
POP
of
Cans
2 Cans of POP
hope that it continues its successes.
s5.75
s5.00 X7L
4,

according to Coach
tmhVad7them
WMMfSr dominated and led1 Craig Penny. The men "sure
any fires at All- the tidn't light
until till
toe game by one point .Tntii
saId men,s coacn. Jim
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versees

Joellyn O'Loughlin
box C2432
IES-Lond-

November 15 is the deadline for Kevin Murray
turning in off campus study ap-box
plications for Semester II, 1984-8- 5.
Goethe Institute
For those students thinking
about study abroad programs, Alan Myers
the College has a number of
box
resources to help you find out
lXra university laweoen;
about overseas programs. THe
first is a library of catalogues
and various materials on overseas programs. This library is
located in the Dean's Office,
second floor of Galpin Hall. A

box

C-23- S7

Deborah Sueta
box
Athens, Greece

box
Goethe Institute
C-28- 29

C-28- 39

Ember Spencer

box
Goethe Institute
C-27- 59

C-26- 14

GLCA-Scotlan-

Sara Rockwell

Judith Ann Skwiertx

Donna Rice

--

C-23- 70

on

ltU

d

Beverly Roberts
box
Goethe Institute
C-2S-24

box

C-27- 90

g,

BCA-Marbur-

Sally Smith
box
Language School,
Germany-

Germany

Dianne Topp

C-27- 79

box

IES-Lond-

C-29- 24
on

second and very useful resource are student who have
returned from study abroad
programs. A list of students
who studied about during Se-

mester II,

1983-8- 4,

Anne Belt
box C1156

follows:

University of Cordoba

Jennifer Burrows
box

C-12-

57

Goethe Institute

Mary Cermelj
box C1330
GLCA- - Yugoslavia
,

Lori Chavat
box

c-13-

33

Goethe Institute

MSESEM'ilS

Melanie Eckner
boxC-155- 2
IES-Lond-

on

Susan Fenderson
box

C-16-

njgjS

13

IES-Par- is

Ruth Fels
box

C-16-

12

Alma

College-Franc- e

Kathleen Forland
box C1639

Institute

Catholique-Franc- e

Elise Foxworth
box

C-16-

51

o

GLCA-Toky-

Jonathan Husni
box

C-19-

NOW

09

Eurocenter, Switzerland
box
Goethe Institute
C-19-

79

IES-Lond-

C-19-

86

on

Gib Kirkham
box
C-20-

60

GLCA-AC-

,

M

Japan

po

Edwin Kirby
box

AT7PK10MAL

C-20- 59

IES-Lond-

Of

tZ.t 01FEM (POA rw'Sofl.
11(6
2 G1TEM rreitfS

Michael Jones
box

ENO

school Year

fM

Bruce Jones

'flL "tU

on

"754

Amy Leander
box

C-21- 37

Goethe Institute

Mary McWUUams
box

C-22-95

Rotary

Exchange-Franc- e

Sarah Miller
box

C-23- 23

GLCA Scotland
12
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